
SINGLE-SUBJECT 
DESIGNS



What is a single-subject (small-n) design?

◦Not necessarily a single subject
◦Subject acts as their own control
◦Subject is exposed to each condition of  the experiment 
◦Repeated Measures
◦Within each condition, a dimension of  behavior is measured 

multiple times

◦Data are analyzed for each subject separately
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Presentation Notes
Typically 4-6 participants, although it could be less (1) or more (100)- the critical factor is the way the experiment is conductedData are not pooled and then analyzed using statistical methods (will go over methods later)



What is the dependent variable?
◦Dimensions of  behavior
◦Rate
◦ Number of  steps per hour
◦ Cigarettes smoked per day
◦ Complaints per minute

◦Duration
◦ Time spent working on homework
◦ Time spent out of  seat

◦ Intensity
◦ Decibels (loudness) 
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Presentation Notes
- Would have operational definitions for ”complaints”, “out of seat”, “Working on homework” - Why rate would not be appropriate for measuring “out of seat” behavior?- Other examples??



Areas of  Research & Treatment
◦Treatment for individuals on the autism spectrum, with ID, and DD

◦At UNCW (just a few examples)
◦Stimulus equivalence research (Dr. Pilgrim’s lab)
◦Treatments for pediatric feeding disorders (Dr. Bachmeyer’s lab)
◦Physical activity research (Dr. Donlin’s lab)

◦Other interesting areas of  research
◦ Type 1 Diabetes management (Raiff & Dallery, 2013)
◦Disruptive behavior at dentist (O’Callaghan, Allen, Powell, & Salama, 2006)
◦ Environmental enrichment in zoos and aquariums
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Presentation Notes
Raiff & Dallery: Four teens with T1D participated and were able to earn $1 vouchers for submitting videos of them testing their blood sugar multiple times/day, which could be exchanged for gift cardsO’Callaghan et al.: children were given brief breaks from dental procedures on a time-based schedule in an attempt to reduce disruptive behavior during non-routine dental procedures with baseline involving TAU (praise for cooperation, prize at end of procedure)Discuss SEABA- Examined the effect of different Galapagos tortoises preferences for enrichment items such as balls or interactions with caregivers where their shells were hosed off and scrubbed with a brush and changes in behavior (e.g., aggression, movement) indicating more enrichment were measured



Small-n Example

◦Raiff & Dallery, 2013
◦ IV: Baseline (control), Intervention (vouchers)
◦DV: Frequency of  blood glucose tests
◦Example participant: Andrea
◦ Baseline -> 5 days
◦ Intervention -> 5 days
◦ Baseline -> 5 days



ABA Reversal Design
◦ A = Baseline
◦ B = Intervention
◦ A = Return to baseline

◦ Did the intervention work for Andrea?
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graph adapted from Raiff & Dallery (2013)
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- Why do you return to baseline if the intervention worked? Mention ABAB.



How do we minimize threats to internal validity?

◦Experimental control (control of  the environment)
◦Demonstrate a reliable effect
◦Eliminates or reduces the possibility of  confounding variables

◦Repeated measures
◦Use of  various designs (e.g., multiple baseline)
◦Counterbalancing

◦… and what about the external validity of  small-n 
experiments?
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Presentation Notes
Experimental controlEliminates confounding variables: able to show that the change in behavior was due to the intervention by returning to baseline; this strengthens the likelihood that the change was due to the intervention rather than other variables; with each reversal (e.g., ABAB) the argument is strengthened (the effect is shown reliably)Give example for history threat – cigarette smoking and increased taxes on cigarettes (Did smoking decrease because the intervention worked or because taxes were raised? If you reverse to baseline, the intervention is removed but the tax is still there- an increase in smoking would point to the effectiveness of the intervention)Maturation- change in problem behavior when an intervention was implemented at new school (Is it because they became more comfortable and made friends or because of the intervention? Reverse to baseline + gradual vs. abrupt)- Sometimes, it may be experimentally “bad” to see behavior not return to baseline, but, in applied work, if it is a socially significant improvement, that is ultimately beneficial. -External validity: ”In order to know whether a particular result will be obtained for another subject in another study or under applied circumstances, what we really need to know is what variables will prevent it from occurring, and what variables will modulate it…” (Johnson & Pennypacker, 1993)Essentially, if you can narrow in on the key variables that cause the change in behavior through experimental control, you can increase the generality of the findings (the likelihood that you will be able to replicate the effects in other participants/individuals)



Visual Analysis- What do you look for?
◦ Stability is key!!!
◦ Trends 
◦ Changes in level

◦ Was the intervention 
successful for Participant A? 
B? C?

graphs from Cooper, Heron, & Heward (2007)
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Presentation Notes
Stability- 3 or more stable data points (low variability)- if you aren’t getting it, try to identify what is causing the variability and eliminate/control it!To analyze, we use mathematical formulas and specific criteria as well (just not going over those)More than this- just scratches the surface!
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